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A Demon's Due Nov 27 2019 The Metal Library
has relocated itself. Morgett Blackmantle, a
powerful Ra'Ak, is seeking its new location. A
scholar is hired to research potential hiding
places for the library. When the scholar is killed
for the information he holds, Kory, Lexsi and
the scholar's son are drawn into the search for
Morgett and his allies. These three, along with
their friends, have to prevent Morgett from
bringing death and chaos to Australia, while
leaving the timeline intact and undisturbed. For
committing terrible murders, Morgett has no
idea that his demise may be A Demon's Due...
Blood Destiny II Mar 31 2020 Blood Recall
(Blood Destiny Series, Book 11) and Blood
Alliance (Blood Destiny Series, Book 12) as a
boxed set.
Finder Jan 22 2022 A dead god. A dying world.
A girl never meant to be sentient. Siriaa is
dying. A poison is spreading throughout the
planet and none know how to neutralize it.
Finder, working in King Tamblin's castle
kitchen most of her life, has never spoken. A
child of questionable parentage, Finder is an
orphan assigned to perform duties nobody else
wants. While others plan intrigue, murder and
invasion to escape the poison's effects, Finder
watches all in mute acceptance. Will she be the
key to Siriaa's salvation, or will it die about her,
without knowing why?
Blood Finale Apr 12 2021 "We have won,
brother. The Three are no more and those who
remain have clearly reached a stalemate in
combatting the General and his army. All that is
left for us to do is take everything and let chaos
rule. I only wait for Calhoun to return so we
might continue our search for Kiarra. A promise
was made to us and I will see it fulfilled." * * *
The countdown for the final battle begins.
Blood Sense Dec 21 2021 Saxom is dead. The
vampires know this. Anthony Hancock, Director
of the Joint NSA/Homeland Security
Department, knows it as well. Tony and the
vampires are now on the hunt for Saxom's
brood, all of whom are determined to avenge
their sire's death. Neither Tony nor the
vampires are aware of the other's efforts to
search out these rogues, who may number in
the hundreds at the very least. Tony holds
information the vampires don't—he knows that
Xenides, Saxom's eldest vampire child, has
allied with terrorists (both foreign and
domestic). Tony also neglects to provide vital
information to Wlodek when he requests Lissa's
help. While struggling to recover from a nearfatal bout with the sun, Lissa fails to
understand why Wlodek willingly sends her
away on assignment so quickly. With very little
information provided to her, Lissa is forced to
face an enemy more deadly than anyone can
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imagine and unravel a plot that could kill
millions.
Blood Destiny - Bloodfire Jun 14 2021 Das
Feuer in ihrem Blut brennt heiß! Mackenzie
Smith ist anders - schon ihr Leben lang. Als
einziger Mensch wurde sie mitten im
idyllischen Cornwall in einem Rudel
Gestaltwandler aufgezogen. Doch auch wenn
sich Mac nicht transformieren kann, etwas
Seltsames fließt in ihrem Blut. Ihr feuriges
Temperament und ihr Kampfgeist machen sie
zu einer kühnen Kämpferin. Und dennoch ist
ihre Präsenz in dem Rudel eine tödliche Gefahr
für all seine Mitglieder: Denn sollte die
Bruderschaft - die die Herrschaft über die
Wandler innehat - jemals herausfinden, dass
Mac ein Mensch ist, sind sie alle dem Tod
geweiht. Da wird John, der Anführer ihres
Rudels und Macs Ziehvater, brutal ermordet, ...
und plötzlich steht die junge Frau im Fokus der
Bruderschaft. Allem voran dem Lord-Alpha
Corrigan, dessen grünen Raubkatzenaugen
keiner von Macs Bewegungen zu entgehen
scheint ... "Action, Humor und jede Menge
Herz! Ich kann nicht fassen, wie unglaublich
gut diese Geschichte geschrieben ist. Die
Figuren haben so viel emotionale Tiefe, und die
Story ist einfach nur großartig!" Good Reads
Band 1 der erfolgreichen Romantic-FantasyReihe Blood Destiny!
Cloud Dust Oct 19 2021 I got out five years
ago. Untalented, they said. In other words, they
didn't know what to do with me, and murder
usually leaves a mess. I understood messes.
Saw too many of them in my dreams. That's
why I live where I do, still in their shadow but
outside their walls. The conditions, of course,
are that I have to move every five years, check
in now and then and never, ever, talk about
them to anyone. It was time to move. * * *
Cloud Dust is a secret, government program, in
which ninety-five per cent of the volunteers are
dead. Meet the one who didn't volunteer...
Blood Royal Oct 31 2022 "René, what will you
do if I kick his ass?" I jerked my head toward
Tony. "Nothing, as long as you do not inflict
permanent harm," René smiled slightly. I got up
to go after Tony, but Wlodek hauled me back.
"We will not allow a brawl between our two
youngest," he declared and settled me back in
my seat. "Now, Tony, where may we find your
father and does he have other children?"
Nothing less than total destruction is his
ultimate objective, beginning with the Vampire
Council. After all, much of his elite fighting
force was destroyed by Wlodek and his allies on
a single night. Now, Xenides must regroup and
looks to command the dregs of vampire rogues
and human criminals to accomplish his goals.
The Dragon and Mrs. Muir Mar 24 2022 It was
on every news station in the country—and on
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many foreign news outlets as well. Attack at
Wedding Leaves at Least Fourteen Dead, Many
More Injured, the headlines proclaimed. The
wedding was an outdoor affair, on a beach with
the Gulf of Mexico in the background. In all,
seventy-two were injured, and the body count
rose to seventeen. Local hospitals were filled
with bleeding attendees, and, at one point, the
bride, her bloodied white wedding dress cut
away and spilling onto the emergency room
floor, went into cardiac arrest. Her groom died
at the scene. In the room next door, an elderly
wedding guest also suffered cardiac arrest—not
from a bullet wound but from shock, combined
with advanced age and a weak heart. Both
souls walked out of their respective rooms. One
wanted to live. One did not. * * * Philomena
Muir became a widow on her wedding day.
Three years later, she found herself bumping
into the strangest man she'd ever met--except
he wasn't a man. More specifically, he wasn't
human. That brief meeting became the catalyst
for a brewing war, pitting one human witch
against the might of a supernatural race. The
cards are stacked, and Philomena needs a
winning hand...
Target Dec 29 2019 Of the hundreds of half
Bright Elemaiyan children born to human
parents, only seven remain. Six of those have
been relocated, but the Dark Elemaiya are
closing in to destroy them. The seventh, Ashe
Evans, resides in Cloud Chief, Oklahoma.
Government authorities, in an effort to save the
relocated six, approach the residents of Cloud
Chief seeking shelter for the children and their
human families. Ashe must find a way to keep
them safe as murders begin to pile up outside
Cloud Chief's protected boundaries.
BlackWing Pirates Series Boxed Set Apr 24
2022 All four books in the BlackWing Pirates
series as a boxed set, and at a very affordable
price!
MindMaster Feb 29 2020 ...I considered my
goals and what—or who—was preventing me
from reaching them. Randl Gage and the CSD
were now my biggest enemies. Across both
Alliances, I had thousands upon thousands of
graveyards, cemeteries and catacombs under
my control, waiting for me to set a suitable
command system in place before reanimating
the dead and turning my father's vision into
reality. —V'dar (the Prophet) * * * Randl Gage
and the BlackWing Pirates are on a collision
course with the Prophet, each determined to
destroy the other. Enter an unknown, third
player, and the stage is set for the ending of all
worlds...
Legend of the Ir'Indicti Series Sep 29 2022
All five books in the Legend of the Ir'Indicti
series as a boxed set.
Blood Passage Sep 17 2021 Lissa finds herself
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in demand by the Vampire Aristocracy. Forced
into an unexpected engagement as a result,
Lissa feels trapped and stifled as she continues
training with her surrogate sire. When a
request comes from the Grand Master of the
werewolves, Weldon Harper, Lissa leaps at the
opportunity to work as his bodyguard once
more. Wlodek, Head of the Vampire Council, in
an effort to solidify vampire/werewolf relations,
allows Lissa to provide protection for the Grand
Master during his yearly travels across the U.S.
The only vampire ever named Pack, Lissa is
permitted to work with the Grand Master
without supervision from others of her kind.
Things become complicated and then downright
deadly as old enemies reemerge. Intent on
exacting revenge for a failed coup against the
Grand Master, rogue werewolves join with new
and perilous allies. Now, Lissa must find a way
not only to keep the werewolf race alive, but
the vampires as well.
Destroyer May 02 2020 "Those who currently
call themselves King and Queen of the Elemaiya
can't read those medallions and never knew
how to use them properly. I should go." Griffin
unfolded his tall frame from the deck chair and
stretched. "Be careful." Griffin disappeared.
"Yeah. Sure. Easy for you to say." Ashe lifted
the sleeve covering his left arm and gingerly
touched the eight gold medallions circling his
biceps. At least they weren't as tender against
his skin as they'd first been. When they'd first
appeared, he could barely stand to touch them,
and it was worse if someone else tried. "Am I
supposed to read these things, now, to get back
what I lost?" Ashe shook his head in
bewilderment. "This just gets worse as it goes
along." Ashe is faced with a weakness in his
genetic makeup as he learns of a greater force
that is determined to eliminate him or turn him
away from his chosen path. Will those around
him fall while he makes the choice?
WhiteWing Nov 19 2021 Quin is kept busy
placing planet-saving spheres on poisoned
planets. On an isolated planet, a device has
been created to hide anyone or anything from
even the most powerful, including the gods.
Quin The spheres The device --Vardil Cayetes
wants all of those things. Who can stop him,
now that he is back and stronger than ever?
Blood Domination May 26 2022 "To whom are
you taking her?" Merrill asked,
uncharacteristically curious. "Dragon," Griffin
grinned. I stared at Griffin, my mouth surely
open in surprise. Dragon? There was somebody
named Dragon? That didn't sound promising.
Who named their kid Dragon? Xenides has
witnessed Lissa's talents first-hand and now he
is desperate to find her. After all, under his
compulsion, Lissa can topple governments and
bring any race to its knees.
The Rose Mark Aug 24 2019 Sherra We
belong to the King—those of us with the black
roses tattooed on our left wrist, directly over
our pulse. As if every beat of our hearts
reminds us that we are not our own. Those
around us know it, too, and are reluctant to
come close. Ten gold coins were paid to my
father when I was tested young and then
tattooed. Another ten will be paid when the
vehicle arrives to take me away. That is the full
worth of our lives, as short as they will become.
In the King's library, The Book of the Rose says
to honor the tattooed women. More than
anything, I wanted to spit on its pages. Any girl
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who wears the tattoo is never befriended, as if
our deaths are already assured. Yes, there are
tales of some who survive, but I'd never seen
any of them. That led me to believe that tales
were all they were—with no real survivors. All
those women who were found with talent—with
the fire burning within them—they were culled
and taken to the warriors, to provide more
energy. Energy that the warriors would then
use to defeat the barbarians from the ocean of
sand. Women with black roses on their wrists
are emptied of their power by those warriors,
who care not that they die a shrunken husk.
The King also has no care for these—his
subjects who give their lives to repel the vicious
hordes in their destructive machines of war.
"We fight with what we have," he always says.
That means the warriors with the fire within
them, who draw more fire from the women who
serve them. Until they die. The thought of
running away is foolish. The thought of taking a
lover before they come for us—also foolish. We
must be untouched when they come; else it is a
quicker death when they test us again. As for
running—there is one thing worse than having
a black rose on your wrist. That is for the
enemy to find you and see the black rose on
your wrist. Your death will be slow and
excruciating at their hands.
Black Rose Queen Oct 07 2020 If you desire the
lightning, you must also prepare for the storm.
— Colonel Armon * * * Az-ca's Kings have never
invaded the land of their enemy. Will a Queen
be so bold? Sherra devises new ways to strike
at the Supreme Leader of Ny-nes, only to
discover that he is stronger and more devious
than she and Kerok could ever imagine. When
they inevitably clash, will there be a victor?
Blood Alliance Jul 24 2019 Zaria "There's a
slight problem," Teeg San Gerxon announced as
he appeared next to Rylend. "What's that?" Vik
asked. I already knew from reading it in Teeg's
face. Irina's body had been found; I recognized
her image in Teeg. He still didn't know her
identity, but testing on her body revealed that
she died of radiation poisoning, and that she
was originally from Old Earth. * * * After his
escape from Earth in the past, D'slay appears in
the Reth Alliance—in the future. Zaria can only
follow D'slay's trail of crimes; something—or
someone—prevents her from finding him. Is
D'slay the real villain, or is he only a distraction
for other, more sinister plans? When it becomes
apparent that important hub worlds are in
danger, Lissa, Reah, Zaria and many others
must form a Blood Alliance to combat the
coming chaos. Will their efforts prove effective,
or has the plot against them been laid too well?
Demon's Quest Aug 05 2020 "He wants to talk
to you again," the girl winced. "I want to bust
his nose," I muttered, making the girl laugh. I
hefted the tray up and carried it to his table. "I
had to wait two clicks to get in here." "I told
you to call ahead," I said, settling the tray on a
stand and handing off his noodle bowl, followed
by the plate of ox-roast. "I thought you were
making that up." "I never lie about food," I said.
"Is there anything else?" I swept the tray off the
stand. "Ex-ASD?" "That's what the Director
said. And he's not high on my list, unless it's the
list of people I never want to see again."
"What's the problem with Director Keef?"
"Where do you want me to start?" "Start with
the most recent." "My dead daughter," I
snapped and walked away. After Reah's brush
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with death, she is understandably distrustful of
most of her mates. Striking out on her own, she
is determined to investigate a rash of child
disappearances across the universes, in and
outside the Alliances. The evil she discovers in
the course of her investigations could bring all
worlds to their knees if Reah doesn't find a way
to destroy it.
First Ordinance Series Aug 29 2022 All five
books in the First Ordinance Series as a boxed
set.
Demon's King Feb 08 2021 Reah, we have good
information on Zellar." That had me jerking my
head up to stare at Lendill. Zellar. Just the
sound of that name had every member of the
ASD seething. Zellar—the rogue warlock who
left drained planet cores in his wake. For years,
he only worked on worlds outside the
Alliance—the ASD had gotten too close to him
on too many occasions. Burned him a few
times—Ry had almost gotten him once, but
Zellar had used the very last of a planet's power
and escaped. Ry always insisted that he'd
wounded Zellar, though. I thought he could be
right—we hadn't heard anything from the
murdering bastard in two years. While battling
personal grief, Reah is sent after Zellar, who
has become one of the worst enemies the
Alliance has ever faced. While determined to
take down the rogue warlock, Reah learns that
Zellar has trained other rogues to follow in his
footsteps. Forced to work with the unlikeliest of
allies, she pursues Zellar's trained rogues in
and outside the Alliance.
Buffer Zone Jan 10 2021 A full moon hung over
the Mississippi's dark waters, meaning this was
the time for hunters to arrive and take
whatever they could capture. A device would be
clamped to the backs of our necks and we'd
never be able to shift back to human again. It
was how they justified their enslavement of us;
that we were only animals instead of sentient
humans. The Krelk had killed more than twothirds of the human population, too, but they
made the excuse that they'd thought them
animal as well, until their High Council,
wherever that was, decided otherwise. When I
heard the first yelp, even underground, I
couldn't breathe. Was that a shifter? Few
shifters could take on a Krelk and their
weapons and either survive or avoid being
stunned. That's how we were captured—frozen
and only barely able to breathe while we were
caged, tagged and hauled away from the buffer
zone. Another yelp—followed quickly by a third.
This was no shifter—the Krelk were the ones
screaming. Terrified but still curious, I dipped
into the watery entrance and slowly made my
way out of my cave to peek at the river bank
above my head. A dead Krelk dropped into the
water nearby, making me jump and squeak in
terror. "An otter?" Someone leaned down to
look at me. Not a Krelk—I knew their scent.
This—I'd never scented someone like this
before. I scrabbled backward, afraid of this
newcomer, too, even if he did appear
humanoid. "Don't be afraid—I killed all of
them." I backed all the way into the water and
scrambled to swim to my cave before he could
grab me. Once there, I refused to come out. "I
understand," he said, loud enough that I could
still hear him. "Be safe. I'll patrol farther down,
tonight." I listened, my heart beating so rapidly
I feared it would burst while his footsteps, light
as they were, faded as he walked southward.
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He'd killed six Krelk, and I'd never heard one of
their weapons fire. Who could do that?
A Demon's Work is Never Done Jun 26 2022
Lexsi: Tears of flame dripped down my
cheeks�tears for Kory and for me. The fire net
burned my hands whenever I touched it, but I
couldn't let it harm him any more than it
already had. Kory's wings, with burn-holes
between ribs, beat to help me get the net off
him. Kory screamed as the net sunk farther into
sections of his back�it was designed to burn
flesh until it had completely passed through its
victim. I shook my hands to rid myself of the
wad of net I held and reached for the part that
was burning Kory so badly. Lexsi: Who is
behind the plot to kill us? What do they want?
Where are they? Why me? My to-do list is
overwhelming... Kordevik: How can I keep my
Thifilathi in line, when it wants Lexsi now? How
do I keep the werewolves, shifters, vampires
and humans around me acting civil toward each
other? How can I protect Lexsi and the others,
when the enemy wants to destroy all of us?
How did I get myself into this mess? A Demon's
Work is Never Done...
Blood Trouble Sep 25 2019 "Belen?" I blinked
up at him. As usual, he was shining brightly,
although he'd dampened it so I might look at
him. "Lissa, this is certainly the beginning." He
gazed around us. At leveled homes and
devastated bodies. I understood what he said.
All too clearly. It had been my suspicion, but I
was too afraid to voice it aloud, as if saying it
might make it real. It didn't need my words to
make it real. It had already become real. The
God Wars were upon us. "It'll only get worse,
won't it?" I whispered. "If this is not stopped,"
Belen lowered his head as if in thought. "Either
the opposing forces know something we don't,
or evidence we do not have indicates that the
Three are now revealed." "You don't know who
all Three are, do you?" I shivered. "We know of
the Mighty Hand—he has revealed himself to
us, but he has placed himself behind a shield
only the strongest might breach, and to my
knowledge only the One might get past
Strength's barrier. One other we have both
felt," he nodded slightly to me. Neither of us
was willing to speak Breanne's name aloud. She
was in enough danger, I think, and I didn't want
to add to that. "The other I cannot say, although
we have seen evidence," Belen sighed. He
hesitated for a moment, as if he wanted to say
something else and then thought better of it. "I
am afraid to say what I might think about this,"
Belen murmured instead. "It worries me that
even the quietest voice might be heard if I
speak my suspicions about this. Lissa, there's
something you do not know," Belen continued.
"What's that?" "I only removed the mind cloud
from your son. The others—it had already been
removed when I arrived to do it." "What?" I
stared at Belen. "Someone quite powerful
arrived before I did. I believe Gavin and
Cheedas benefited from a visit from one of the
others. At this time, I cannot say—am afraid to
say—which it might have been." "I don't
understand this," I rubbed my forehead. "Lissa,
do not make yourself ill, I beg," Belen knelt
next to me. "We must be strong and vigilant in
the coming days. It is up to us to do what we
can to protect innocents during these times. As
much as we can, for as long as we can. We
cannot say if our enemies are destroying these
lives, attempting to draw one or more of the
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Three out. After all, if one of them falls or turns
to the other side, all will be lost. More than one
destroyed will only hasten our demise." "This is
the flaw, isn't it?" I sighed. "Yes. This is the
flaw," he agreed. * * * Those among the
powerful know the God Wars have
begun—except for Breanne. Without suspecting
what she really is or that she has been
targeted, she has chosen a new home for
herself—in Earth's past. When strange events
begin to happen around her, Breanne's
confusion ramps up considerably. Toss in a
handsome stranger and a horrible past, and
Breanne seems headed for destruction.
High Demon Series Feb 20 2022 All six books
in the High Demon series as a boxed set.
Blood Wager Jul 04 2020 Lissa's life as a
vampire begins on the day her husband is
removed from life support. Turned by rogues
who wager her life, Lissa is running from her
maker who is determined to kill her, hunted by
the Council, who has branded her a rogue and
blackmailed by werewolves, who utilize her
newly-developed talents for their own gain.
Latter Day Demons Series Jul 28 2022 All
three books in the Latter Day Demons series as
a boxed set.
MindMage Nov 07 2020 In and out of the
Alliances, a new evil is on the rise—an evil
whose attacks forced the postponement of the
Joint Alliance Conclave nearly a year earlier.
During the attacks, some of those who fought
the evil saw things that couldn't be
explained—things that were considered
myth—until now. Sorcery. Necromancy. The
wielding of power never seen before. The
target? Every world, in or out of the Alliances.
The best hope to combat this evil? A blind man,
who sees everything. —Private Journal of Bryan
Riley News Administrator, Le-Ath Veronis
Blood Domination Jul 16 2021 To whom are you
taking her?" Merrill asked, uncharacteristically
curious. "Dragon," Griffin grinned. I stared at
Griffin, my mouth surely open in surprise.
Dragon? There was somebody named Dragon?
That didn't sound promising. Who named their
kid Dragon? Xenides has witnessed Lissa's
talents first-hand and now he is desperate to
find her. After all, under his compulsion, Lissa
can topple governments and bring any race to
its knees.
Cloud Rebel Oct 26 2019 The Larentii are
observers only; their policy is never to involve
themselves in the turmoil of other races.
Corinne is now one of them. What will she do to
protect those she cares for on Earth? Will she
risk her life to save them? The Larentii rebel
has arrived.
MindRogue Dec 09 2020 We are Or'myr; a
secretive, dwindling race of wyrm dragons. For
many years, we were without a queen and
directionless, until my sister was born. She was
loved. Protected. Until the one known as the
Prophet stole her away. Our only hope to save
our queen—and our race—lies in the hands of a
blind man named Randl Gage. A man who is
also one of the most wanted criminals in both
Alliances...
Blood Rebellion Aug 17 2021 I rubbed my
forehead, where the pale line showed from
wearing the coronet. "People waiting on me and
I have hat lines." Lissa expected her life as
Queen of Le-Ath Veronis to run smoothly. At
least for a little while. Reality has a way of
intruding on even the most idyllic of
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circumstances. Complications arise in the form
of creatures created by the Ra'Ak, who now
seem bent on destroying the universe, one
planet at a time. The former Ra'Ak and
Elemaiya who were left on Kifirin are
determined to rebel; vampires are clamoring
for entertainment and other distractions, and
family that Lissa never suspected she had show
up—some of them in the most unexpected of
ways. Lissa has to juggle all the difficulties in
her life, all while dealing with the ugliest of
betrayals.
Blood Queen Jun 02 2020 "René, what will you
do if I kick his ass?" I jerked my head toward
Tony. "Nothing, as long as you do not inflict
permanent harm," René smiled slightly. I got up
to go after Tony, but Wlodek hauled me back.
"We will not allow a brawl between our two
youngest," he declared and settled me back in
my seat. "Now, Tony, where may we find your
father and does he have other children?"
Nothing less than total destruction is his
ultimate objective, beginning with the Vampire
Council. After all, much of his elite fighting
force was destroyed by Wlodek and his allies on
a single night. Now, Xenides must regroup and
looks to command the dregs of vampire rogues
and human criminals to accomplish his goals.
Black Rose Sorceress Series Sep 05 2020 All
four books in the Black Rose Sorceress Series
as a boxed set.
R-D Series Mar 12 2021 All three books in the
R-D Series as a boxed set.
Queen of Thorns and Roses Jun 22 2019 Kyri
"You thought you could walk right into Az-ca,
take over where you left off centuries ago, and
everybody would just fall in with your plans. Is
that it?" "I didn't count on her—never saw her
in all my divinations." He meant Sherra. An
unseeable. He'd divined Thorn II, just not his
Queen and partner. "So. You wanted to take
over after practically destroying their current
King—who was a very good King, and before
that, an excellent Commander of the army.
That's a hell of a way to get Az-ca's population
to adore you, isn't it?" "I can offer them peace,"
he began. "Except you can't. Kaakos is still
alive, remember, and he'll be coming for
you—of that I have no doubt. You know it, too,
and you can't take him on without Az-ca's army
at your back." "I thought we could work
together—Thorn II and I. That he'd see the
reason in it after a while." "And, as he's
currently powerless, what choice would he
have?" I sniped. * * * The present King of Az-ca
has been rendered powerless through an
unsuspected coup, and is overcome with
despair. Kaakos has escaped death, but is
forced to leave Ny-nes. Now, his sole focus is
revenge. Az-ca's citizens have fallen victim to
the enemy's lies, and civil war threatens to split
the country. Sherra is forced to divide her
attention between searching for the enemy,
dealing with traitors and struggling with the
King's misery and desolation. When the blood
spell that rendered Kerok powerless takes a
turn even its maker didn't expect, only her
dreamwalker, with help from another, can hope
to turn the tide...
Seattle Elementals Boxed Set May 14 2021
Both books in the Seattle Elementals series as a
boxed set.
God Wars Series Jan 28 2020 All five books in
the God Wars series in a boxed set.
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